§1. Introduction
Let f(x,y) be a polynomial of degree d and we consider the polynomial function / : C 2 -> C . Let £(/) be the critical values. The restriction is not necessarily a locally trivial fibration. In general, we have to exclude a finite values Z^ c C from the base space so that / :
is a locally trivial fibration. We say that r e C is a regular value at infinity of the function / : C 2 -> C if there exist positive numbers R and 8 so that the restriction and B*=[(x,y) ;x\ 2 =\y\ 2 <R}. Otherwise ris a called a critical value at infinity or an atypical value. We denote the set of the critical values at infinity by Z^. It is known that Z^ is finite ( [V] , [HI] ). This fact also results from Theorem (1.4). The purpose of this note is to give an estimation on the number of critical values at infinity.
of/, f:fl (D £ (T))-B*^>D £ (T),is a trivial fibration over the disc D £ (r) where D e (T) = {r]£C\\ri-i\<£}
We consider the canonical projective compactification C 2 cz P 2 . We denote where ceC* and A P ...,A^ are non-zero distinct complex numbers and we assume that v, > 0 for 1 < i < k and V 0 , v k+l > 0 . Note that we have the equality (1.2) v Q +--+ v k+] =d.
Let C T be the projective curve which is the closure of the fiber f~l (t) . Then C T is defined by C r = {(X;F;Z)eP 2 ;F(X,F,Z)-TZ (/ =0} where F(X,y,Z) is the homogeneous polynomial defined by
The intersection of C T and the line at infinity, C T nL^, is independent of r e C 2 and it is the base point locus of the family {C T ;TeC}. Obviouly we have C T nL 00 ={Z = / rf (X,F) = 0}. For brevity, let A, = (a f ;/J,;0) 6 P 2 for / = 0,...,£ + 1 where A 0 = (0;1;0),A A+1 = (1;0;0) and jB, la, = A, for l<i<k. Then under the assumption (1.1), C 0 nL^ ={A,;v, >0}. Note that A^eQnL^ for i = l,...,k. We consider the family of germs of a curve at Aj : {(C T , A y );r e C} . Then it is known that T is a regular value at infinity if and only if {(C /5 A y );f e C} is a topologically stable family near t = T for any Aj with v y >0 ( [HI] ). This is the case if f(x,y)-T is reduced and the local Milnor number /LL of the family {(C t ,Aj)\t e C} is constant in a neighborhood U of r e C . Note that the regularity at infinity of a value r for /has nothing to do with the regularity (as a variety) of the curve C T at infinity. Definition (1.3). Let v; = max{v f -1,0} and put v£'(/) = I^v l / . We call v£' (/) the projective degeneracy at infinity.
Then we have the following estimation.
Theorem (1.4). The number of critical points at infinity |XJ is less than or equal to v£' (/) . In particular, |Xoo ^d -l.
A precise description of the cardinality £j is given in Theorem (2.6.1). Note that C 0 intersects transversely with the line at infintiy if and only if v, < 1 for any / = 0, ...,£ + 1 . Thus we get the following well-known corollary .
Corollary (1.4.1). Asuume that C () intersects transversely with the line at infinity L x , i.e. v£' (/) = 0 . Then f has no critical value at infinity.
There are many papers which are related with this topics. See for instance [B, HI, H2, H3, LI, O2, O3, O5, V] . The projective degeneracy v£ f (/) does not depend on the choice of a linear coordinate system (x,y). On the other hand, by this reason, when the support of f tl (x, v) is small, this estimation is not so sharp. We will sharpen this estimation in §4. In fact, we introduce the toric dgeneracy V 1T (/) m a similar way in §4. For the definition, we use not only f (l (x, y) but also the information from other outside faces. This number v£" (/) is in general smaller than v£' (/) (Proposition (4.18)). The estimation in Theorem (1.4) can be replaced by the toric degeneracy v'" (/) (Main Theorem (4.17) ). For the proof we use the affine polar invariant and the toric compactification method. §2. Affine Polar Quotients Let l(x,y) = ay-fix be a linear form. The polar curve F,(/) for / with respect to t is defined by the Jacobian F,(/) = {(x,y) e C 2 ;/(/,0(*. j) = 0} where 
Here val, is the standard valuation defined by the variable f. It is easy to see that this number depends only on T, 7 and / and it does not depend on the choice of the parametrization. So we call this number the affine polar quotient of the fiber
is +°° by definition. Let p be a positive integer. We use the convention +oo/±p = ±oo and -°° (resp. +°°) is negative (resp. positive). This is an analogy of the local polar quotient defined in [L-M-W].
Take Q t EFX/^nL^ and assume that Q,^B. Let y be a local analytic irreducible component at Q l and let (x 7 (t),y r (t)) be a parametrization of y at Q t . We consider their Laurent series: We generalize the notion of a regular value at infinity. Let A, e C 0 n L x (so v, >0) and let TeC. We say that T is a regular value at A for / : C 2 -> C if
there exists an open neighborhood U of A in P 2 and a positive number £ such Proof. Assume first that v, =1. In this case, C t meets transversely with the line at infinity L x for any t e C and there is no polar curve near A, . Thus the family of curves (C, ,A 7 ) are topologically stable and the assertion is immediate. Assume now that v, >2 and let (x r (t),y r (t)) be a parametrization of component 7 of F,(f) at A ; . Then the assumption v y (/,T)>0 and Lemma (2.1) implies that At this point we need the genericity of € . We define a holomorphic vector field
(1) Z(/) = ^, + ^2-l and (2) The condition (2) says that any integral curve of x preserves each line L, ? in U . So any integral curve does not approach to A, and it can be extended as long as its image by / is still in the interior of D e (r) . Thus the trivialization follows from the standard argument using the integrals of the vector field x • D We do not use the only if part in this paper. For other characterizations of the regularity at infinity, see [HI, 2, 3 ]-Now we are ready to prove Theorem (1.4). Let A, e C 0 n L M be as in § 1 . The estimation of the number of the local irreducible components by Proposition (2.4) is usually very rough. Note also that the local irreducible components of F r (/) near A t is not necessarily unstable in the sense of (2.6). Now the proof of Theorem (1.4) will be completed by Lemma (2.3) and the following lemma. 
Corollary (2.3.1)([N-L]). Assume that I is generic. Then TeC is a regular value at infinity for the function f :

Proposition (2.4). The number of the local irreducible components of the polar curve F, (/) at A t for a generic £ is less than or equal to
Lemma (2.5). Assume that I is generic. Choose A t with V l >2 and let (x 7 (t),y Y (t)) be a parametriiation of local irreducible component j of F,(/)
(f(x Y (t),y Y (t))-r)<Q for any T.
Assume that v y (/;0)<0. This implies that val,(/(* y (0,;y y (0))>(). Then lim,_> 0 f(x y (t),y Y (t)) is well defined. So we denote this limit by £(7). Then it is obvious that val t (f(x Y (f), y r (f )) -T) = 0 for any I ^ §(7) . This completes the proof, n Definition (2.6). We call that a local irreducible component 7 of F,(/) at A, is stafc/e (respectively unstable) if v r (/;0)>0 (resp. v y (/;0)<0). By Lemma (2.1), 7 is stable if and only if lim,_ >0 |/'(jt y (0,;y y (0)l = °° under the above notation. We denote the set of unstable local irreducible components of T ( (f) at infinity by //y(F^) . Assume that 7 is a unstable local irreducible component and let £(y) be the complex number characterized in (ii). We consider £(y) as a mapping £ :
Actually in the above proof, we have proved the following.
Theorem (2 B 6 8 1) 0 The number of the critical values at infinity \LJ is equal to the cardinality of the image %(7/y (F ( )). In particular, it is less than or equal to the cardinality of //7 (F ( ).
This gives a precise description of the set of critical values at infinity. Therefore if we have enough informations about the local irreducible components at infinity, we can get a better estimation using Theorem (2.6.1). In fact, we use this in §4 to get a better estimation (Theorem (4.17)). .4) is not so sharp when r or s is greater than 1 . So we would like to sharpen this estimation using the toric embedding method. In §2, we used the projective compactification to discuss the stability of the family {C T T e C} at the infinity. It turns out that a suitable toric compactification is more convenient for this purpose. As we are interested in the estimation of the number of critical values at infinity, we may assume that /(0,0)^0 by adding a constant if necessary. We consider the Newton polygon A(/) of/ which is the convex hull of the integral point (m,«) such that a mn ^ 0. By the assumption /(0,0) ^ 0 , we have O e A(/). Let N be the space of covectors. Any covector P defines a linear function on A(/ ( £,,£",) . Recall that X is a smooth compact toric variety of dimension 2 whose affine charts are C^ , / = l,...,jU and it has the canonical decomposition where E(R,) is a rational curve corresponding to each vertex R t G Vertex(Z*). The divisor E(R t ) intersects with (and only with) £(/?,_,) and E(R l+l ). So the dual graph of the divisors £(/?,), / = l,...,jU makes a cycle. Taking a subdivsion if necessary, we may assume that //:='(-l,-l) in Vertex(Z*). Thus we assume that H = R e for some 3 < 6 < /LL . The projective compactifieation corresponds to the smallest simplicial cone Z* which has three vertices {E l ,E 2 ,H}. There is a canonical morphism ¥ : X -> P 2 so that f(l;0;0) 3<i<0 L^ i = 0 Let (u t ,v t 
(t) and y Y (t) are Laurent series in the variable t. We assume that x y (t) , y Y (t) ^ 0 and write them as \x y (t) = a y t pY + (higher terms) (y 7 (t) =$/ h + (higher terms), teD e (0).
Let Q 7 := l (p v ,q Y )eN and A y :=(a r /J y ). We assume that (3.7.1) We use the coordinate C£ to see the limit lim/^o^W-By the definition, we have Assume that Q 7 =cR t for some positive integer c. Then the first inequality in (3.8.1) must be replaced by a t q 7 -b t p 7 = 0 . Thus using (3.8.2) and (3.8.3), we get
so that Xy (t), y Y (t)±Q and \\(x Y (t),y r (t))\\ -*<*>.
Proposition (3 0 §) 0 (i) First we have valJ(x J (t),y J (t)}>d(Q J 'J) and the inequality holds if and only if Q y ~ P t and p Y -^ f (X Y = 0 for some i, \<i<m and j, 1 < j < i, . (ii)
7->0 ' I I ,
This completes the proof of the assertion (ii). O §4o Toric Generalization of Theorem (1.4)
Let f(x,y) be as before. We will generalize Theorem (1.4) using Theorem (2.6.1) and the toric embedding theory. We assume that dimA(/) = 2 for brevity but every argument works even in the case dim A ( Thus the main aim of this section is to study unstable local irreducible components of T ( (/) and to get a better estimation about the cardinality of the set of critical values at infinity %(//? (F, )) (see Definition (2.6) and Theorem (2.6.1) in §2) using the toric argument as in §3. Let 7 be an irreducible component of F,(/) at infinity and let O y (f) be a parametrization of 7 in the coordinates (x,y) where ;c y (0 and y y (t) We divide the situation in two cases.
First Lemma (2.1) and Lemma (2.2) can be generalized by Proposition (3.8) as
Lemma (4 0 5) 0 Proof. We consider the case Q 7 =cP, c>0 and p } < 0 < q } . As we have 
We have vd t f(f(x Y (t),y Y (t)))>d(Q Y ',f) and the inequality holds if and only if Q J =cP t , f p (A y
)JP ( x > y) -P - L (-^> y) an d dy 0 = J(x 7 (0,3>
Proposition (4.18). We have the inequality. v*" (/) < v£' (/) .
Proof. We assume for brevity that D h corresponds to the support of f d (x,y) . So P h = '(-!,-!). In the case of & = 0 in (3.1), D h is a vertex but then v(DJ = 0 and this does not make any problem. We divide the two degeneracy into three parts. It is well known that /: C 2 -f~l(Q) -> C is a locally trivial fibration ( [M] ). In fact, the trivialization is explicitly given using the associated C' -action defined by t°(x,y) = (xt p ,yt q ) for teC and (;c,v)eC 2 . Therefore 0 is the only possible critical value of / from the infinity. The following is a corollary of Theorem 
1=1
In the neighborhood of (1; 0; 0), this gives a family of curves:
This is also topological stable family as the local Milnor number is constantly (B) Let Then / : C 2 -> C has no critical point but 0 is a critical value from the infinity as This work was done when the first author was visiting Tokyo Institute of Technology in October, 1992 and completed when the second author was visiting Institute of Mathematics in Hanoi for the International Workshop on Topology and Geometry in March, 1993. We would like to thank the both institutions for their support.
